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Disclaimer 
 
The Sweetnote Student and Sweetnote Teacher apps allow users to upload, post 
and transmit content, in text, video, audio and photographic format. Sweetnote 
Music Services Limited makes every effort to ensure such content is appropriate, 
and we are committed to maintaining the highest standards. Sweetnote Music 
Services retains the right to remove any user content that fails to meet these 
standards.  
 
Sweetnote Music Services Limited bears no responsibility or liability for content 
uploaded or posted on the applications by users. For the avoidance of doubt, 
Sweetnote Music Services Limited cannot be held liable for any loss or damage 
resulting from the existence or use of user or third party content on our apps or in 
any app or website linked from our apps, including but not limited to trademark 
infringement, copyright infringement, mental anguish, property damage, 
advertising injury, bodily injury or illness of whatever nature.  
 
By installing and using either or both of the applications, you agree to be bound by 
this disclaimer. 
 
To report trademark or copyright infringement and request that Sweetnote 
removes any content,  please email info@sweetnote.co.uk 
 
 
 
Injury 
 
Musicians are occasionally susceptible to injury whilst practising, including 
tendonitis and other repetitive strain injuries.  
 
Users of our apps agree that Sweetnote Music Services Limited has no control over 
or responsibility for the usage of our apps, and hold Sweetnote Music Services 
Limited harmless for any and all injuries of whatever nature that occur or are 
alleged to occur while using the apps. 
 
Sweetnote strongly urges anybody suffering any pain whilst practising to consult 
their teacher in the first place, and if necessary seek professional medical advice. 
You should not rely on this information as a substitute for, nor does it replace, 
professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. 
 
 
 
 
 
Please refer to our full terms and conditions at www.sweetnote.co.uk/terms-of-use-copy 


